If X is a rimhard space, then it has a realcompactification with properties similar to those of the Freudenthal compactification of a rimcompact space.
Several times below, we shall be concerned with a family of extensions of a space X. In each case we shall identify two members of the family if there is a homeomorphism from one onto the other which fixes X pointwise, and we shall partially order the resulting collection of equivalence classes by aX < yX if there is a continuous map from yX onto aX which fixes X pointwise.
The particular case where the family of extensions is the upper semilattice a(X) of compactifications of a space X has been well studied [l] , [8] , [9] , [12] , Jv(X) has the Stone-Cech compactification ßX as its largest element and it has a smallest element, the Alexandrov compactification X , if and only if X is locally compact.
In the latter case, the lattice structure of a(X) has been shown in [7] Lemma L Let X be dense in T and for each U C T, let dyU be the frontier of U in T. Then for every open U C T, dxiX <~)U) = XCid^-U. (b) the restriction of j to XijKx is quotient;
(c) the restriction of f to SX is a homeomorphism;
Moreover if X is l.r., these are equivalent to (d) *X < T. Corollary 2. If T £ P*(X), then X Ucl^T -X) e P S(X).
Proof. ßT is a compactification of SX and X[JclßTiT -X) = ßT -(SX -X). The result now follows from Lemma 2. Proposition 3. Let T. and T. be in P (X). Then T. < T, in P (X) if and only if ßT , < ßT2 t» K(X). In particular, let T £ P (X) and S be its generated close realcompac- Notice that if vX is Lindelöf, then T is Lindelöf for every T in P (X). claimed that the tight realcompactification T of that result was itself extensively disconnected outside X. The proof of this was certainly in error, and although no counterexample has come to hand, the author now conjectures that the claim itself is false.
